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THE MISSING LINK 

James D. Burke 

For nearly sixteen years the Soviet Union has been wina: a deep.spac:e radio link 
that we have been unable to intercept. This is an account of our intellia:enc:e efforts 
leadlnL first, to a conviction that the link exists, second, to a knowledae of many other 
aspects of the Soviet planetary proa;ram, and finally to a determined but still 
unsuccessful effort to find the unknown signal. 

Deep-Space ln/orm11tion Svstems 

To explore the planets, automated spacecraft mwt return Information over 
distances of tens of hundreds of millions of kilometers. Because of the limits of 
spacecraft transmitter power and antenna size, the radio sla;nals reachina: earth are 
fantastically weak: many millions of times weaker than the energy collected by a car 
radio antenna. Oeep.space ground stations therefore must have huae antennas and 
supersensitive receivers similar to the equipment used by radio astronomers. And even 
then, the rate at which Information can be sent ls severely restricted. In the earh· 
sixties, we and the Soviets received only a few symbols per second from our first 
planetary probes. Today ln u.s. missions the rate has IJ'OWn to hundreds or thousands 
per second, enabllnz the return of Images such as those of Mercury from Mariner 10 
and of Mars from Viklng.11 

Soviet proa;ress has been less spectacular, but it has also led to a capability for 
imaging the planets. Flsure 1, a picture of Martian landforms returned by the MARS 5 
spacecraft in 1973, is comparable to U.S. Mariner imasery. To send pictures such as 
Figure 1, the Soviet spacecraft mwt have had some combination of the following: 

a. a lar;e directional antenna pointed accurately toward earth; 

b. a powerful transmitter: 

c. a hizh transmitting frequency (givinz the most pin for a civen antenna 
size): and 

d. on-board data storaa:e so that the picture data could be slowed to a rate that 
the radio link could handle. 

Soviet planetary pictures, having been proved genuine by comparison with data from 
U.S. missions, show that this desicn problem has been solved-thouzh not, apparently, 
in quite the same way or with as hlsh a priority as in the United States. Soviet 
planetary images have often been Inferior ln both quality and quantity to those from 
contemporary U.S. missions; nevertheless It is clear. that the Soviets arc able to return 
respectable quantities or data from planetary .distances. . 

. . 
'Murray, B. C and 8'"-ca, £, -FU~ to Mm:ury- Ul76, Columbia UniY. Praa. Ub. Cone. No. LC-76-

2.5017. : .· : .-. . • _: • . . . .... . • • . • . . • ·. ' • . •' . : : 
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Fig. 1: Photo of a 100 x 100 km region of Mars, sent to Earth by MARS 5. 

Soviet Df!t'J)·Spacc Communlcatlon.s 

In their large program of fJlahts aimed toward the Moon, Venus, and Mars since 
1970,' the Sovleu have consistently used and improved a few basic communication 
links, most of which have been described In public and confirmed by U.S. intercept 
The known links and their functions are listed in Table 1. One link remains unkr1own 
and we are now conrident that this is no accident, (or it is the one that carries 
prime, hlgh·rale science dala including orbital imagery such as Figure 1. 

Soviet announcemcnu from 1962 onward have admowledaed thai this link exists. 
The most ellplicit description of it appeared in Praoda, 19 December 1971, in 
connection with the MARS 2 and 3 missions: 

Two radio channels-~me narrow-band and one broad·band-are utilized 
for communication between the orbital apparatw and the Earth. The narrow· 
band channel is designed primarily for making trajectory measuremenu and 
transmitting telemetry information; lt operates in the decimeter waveband. The 
broad-band radio channel, which functions In the centimeter waveband,.permlts . . . 
'Sllcidon, C. S. II, "United Stat~ and sOvlct Procres1 in spice! Summa~ lhta.thr0:Uch 197& and a 

Forward Look" Ub. Cone. Document 17·'119 SP, S April 1977. 
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Table 1 

SOVIET DEEP-SPACE DOWNLINKS 
Wa\'~length 

(em) 

163 
32 
32 
8 

5? 

Frequency 
(MHz) 

183.6 
922.76 
928A 

3691 or 
3713.6 

? 

Use 

Lunar telemetry 
Lunar telemetry and imadns 
Planetary narrow-band data (including some imaginl} 
Coherent 4x multiple of 32-cm carrier, for dual-

frequency plasma and occultation experiments 
Planetary broad-band data including orbital imaging and 

science 

the transmission of large volumes of Information from the television assemblies 
and scientific instruments. 

Since all statemenlJ about the narrow-band channel were proved correct by 
intercept, we have tended to give some weight to similar statements about the broad
band channel. Civen such a dear target, one may well ask why this signal has never 
been intercepted. To answer this question, we must consider some technical matters 
and also the intelligence environment within which deep-space S1CfNT collection 
occurs. 

Earlv U.S. Deep-Space Collection £1/oru 

Twenty years ago both the United States and the USSR beian trying to reach the 
Moon. The SovielJ succeeded first and then. in the decade 1959-1969, were overtaken 
by the massive U.S. response that put Apollo astronauts on the Moon and caused the 
Soviet manned lunar prosram to collapse. During the great lunar contest, both parties 
also were active in automated exploration of the planets. The Soviet planetary 
exploration effort was much larger than that of the United States, but lts successes 
were few. 

At the outset of both pr~ams in 1959, we had no capabUity for intercepting 
Soviet signals from deep space, and there was some debate over the need to do so in 
the absence of any evident security threat. In the end it was decided to build a 
multipurpose station which could collect deep-space signals and also those from high 
altitude communications satellites, the latter being, of course, of possible military 
importance. Because the Soviets nonnally transmit only to stations on their own 
territory, our station had to be In the Eastern Hemisphere. The site selected for it was 
near Asmara, Ethiopia, In the vicinity of other existing U.S. facilities. From 1965 to 
1975 this deep..space station. named STONEHOUSE (Fieure 2) functioned with 
lncreasfnc competence. recordinl sisnals from Soviet lunar missions. comsats, and 
planetary spacecraft. Before its successful career was ended by political unrest and 
terrorism fn Ethiopia, STONEHOUSE-wlth the aid of several collaboratlne sUes
gave us a fairly full understandinc of the SQvlet lunar and planetary p~am.• We 
learned how the known data links listed In Table 1 were used, and we came to 
understand much of the. Information that they carried. We even obtained some 

.. scleotlffc data:superior to .iny ~~1~ by. the Soviets, ip~icatln; .that STO~~HO\.!SE . _ 
---. - • - ~ •' • . J .. • ... • ~ • • ~ • - .. 7 Bwk~ 1. D. "Smn Yan to..., t" Slo.lla lftlnl"'"-· ....-....l .... X/3..,. ·,.;: ·. 
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Fig. 21 STONEHOUSE de-ep-space receiving station near Asmara, Ethiopia. The anteMO in 
the foreground was 26 meters in diameter1 the one in the background was .c6 meters in 
diameter, 

was performing as well a.s or better than the Soviet Crimean deep-space stations, at 
least for the decimeter-wave, narrow-band telemetry. In aU thls time, however, we 
never acquired the centimeter-wave, broad-band slcnal. We came to know exactly 
where to look and when to expect it to be on the air> we thought we knew its 
approximate frequency; we searched and did oot Find it. 

The problem in such searches Is that one seeks a small needle in a large haystack. 
The search dimensions are space, time, and frequency. In space, one mwt point the 
receivinl antenna precisely toward the sianal source. We had to determine the 
trajectory of each outbound spacecraft soon after it left Earth, so that we woulcl know 
where to point the antennas during the months of interplanetary fllaht. This was done 
with the aid of radar trackin1 from Oiyarbakir in Turkey and sometimes with angle 
trackins. either radio or opticaL from sites In Iran and California. 

In the Ume dimension, one could try to search continuously whenever the 
spacecraft Is in view, but this would be very costly and frustratin1 because Soviet 
planetary spacecraft transmit only for occasional short periods. We therefore had to 
devise schemes, based on the behavior of other observed signals, to concentrate our 
searches at the ~ght times. STO~E OU E was 11eatly aided ln .this task by 
information from another site, hich l.Dtercepted Soviet deep-space 
command uplink transmissions from t e.-. Crimea. 

"AJ''we :went ~n ti-vinc. w~ thus devel~ped ;elia'ble 'means for tellme 'where . and . 
when to look. The overseas sites were· tied into I . reai~Ume system winl .NSA 
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computt"rs and sccurf' communic;atioru centered in DEFSMAC. Though often plagued 
b)· communications problems, this system essentialh· soh·ed the space and time search 
problems. This lc£t the frequency dimension, which was and remains the chie£ · 
obstade. 

ln a dee~space mission the expected radio signal power within any small 
frequency interval is minute. lf the receiver bandwidth is widened to admit more 
siena) power or to cover a )araer search realon, it also admits more cosmic radio noise 
masking the desired sianat But to search a broad frequency band a little at a time 
takes forever, and the Soviet signals are typically turned on only for an hour or two. 
Unless there is some clue a.s to where to look ln frequency a.s well as ln space and time, 
the search may be hopeless. 

Cluu 

Apart from the Soviet announcement quoted earlier, what clues do we have for 
the frequency search? Over the years we have accumulated quite a few. Until the 
sianalls found, of course, we have no way to evaluate their validity. We could be the 
victims of a prolonged deception-but "'e wonder'if the Soviets would really deem 
such an eHort worthwhile. In other parts of their deepospace enterprise they seem to 
have followed a fairly consistent pattern: reluctance to release information before 
launch, lack of candor about failures, and accurate but incomplete information about 
successes. Outright lies appear to have been rare. Therefore, in planning our searches 
for the hidden signal, we have tended to give some weight to Soviet-released 
circumstantial evidence. 

The first announcement of our target was made in 1962, during the unsuccessful 
MARS 1 mission. That spacecraft. the only survivor of six launched In that year for 
Venus and Mars, was said to be transmittinc on wavelengths of 1.6 meters and 32, 8 
and 5 centimeters. Though we had no way to conflnn these numbers at the time, on 
later missions we found and identified the 1.6-m, 32-cm, and 8-c:m signals as described 
in Table 1. Therefore, we have always thought it likely that the remaining signal 
would be in the 5-cm region of the radio spectrum. This belief was reinforced by the 
ned clue, presented tow in 1967 at Montreal. The Soviet EXP0-67 exhibit included a 
spacecraft (Fiaure 3) purporting to represent ZOND 3, a camera-carrying planetary 
spacecraft that had returned test photos of the Moon. • The ZOND 3 camera package. 
apparently contained a centimeter-wave trarumitter whose output wa.s conveyed to 
the spacecraft's directional antenna by a waveguide. A waveautde ls a pipe for 
carrying radio waves, somewhat analoaous to a speaking tube for sound, and its outer 
dimensions give a rough indication of the design frequency. We measured the 
EXP0-67 waveguide and found that lt 4:9uld indeed handle a 5-cm sicnal. 

Over the ned several years we pursued the subject of Soviet waveguides as shown 
in various hardware exhibits and design handbooks. and we even found some (on 
Molniya comsats) that could be clearly conelated with intercepted signals. On the 
planetary spacecraft exhibits, however. the hardware varied and at times we suspected 
a spoor; in the end we decided that the desigru had been evolving and the exhibits 
were Just pieced toaetber from available. perhaps partly obsolete. Items. After 
wonderlnlf about this problem with exhibits in Paris and Moscow ln 1974, we finally 
got a aood look at a full-scale and obviously cenuine spacecraft representing Venera 9 
and 10 at Los Angeles in December 1977, where the waveguides and antenna 
hardware appeared at last to~ be self-consistent F'ISUfe· 4 ls a photo of thls craft and 
Figure ·s is a ~ioseup of its ante~na."feecf structure showing the wavepide and-two. 
couial;res.. Pride of place In the feed structure (on the antenna axis) ls liven to the 
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Fig. 3: ZOND 3 type spacecraft, EXP0-67, Montreal. Centimeler·band waveguide is the curving rectangulat tube emerging from 
camera compcwtment (left} and going to main spacecraft body (right}. Port of the reor of high•gain paroboloid antenna can be seen along 
Cop edge of picture. · 
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fig. "": Venera 9/10 type spacecraft. 
Parasol-like object is directional antenna. 

--""'- ...... "" .. ·-~ 

fig. 5: Venera 9/10 directional antenna 
feed showing centimeter-band waveguide 
and coaxial cables for- two other signols 

waveguide; the coaxial cables probably carry the narrow-band 32-cm and 8-cm 
signals. 

Jwt as spacecraft componenu give some Information on Intended radio 
frequencies, so do ground Installations. Flgufe 6 u a Soviet-released photo of one of the 
Crimean deep-space sites, showing In the foreground the eight-dish array that 
probably handles the 32-cm narrow-band signals, and in the background two 25-meter 
antennas of unknown function. Figure 7 Is another view of these, showing a feed 
structure with four square horns and a central circular aperture. The horns could be 
for tracking the 32-cm signal and the on-uls circular feed could be for some higher 
frequency-perhaps the llroad·band, S·cm transmission. 

Apart from hardware evidence, we have, over the years, gathered in a few other 
clues to the unknown signal frequency. ln 1973 the Soviets launched four spacecraft 
toward Mars while we were preparing to launch Mariner 10 to Venw and Mercury. it 
was suggested that NASA Deep Space Net stations should acquire signals from the 
Soviet craft as a test of our new X-band (3-cm) radio system. Dr. John Naugle of 
NASA wrote to Academician B. N. Petrov suggesting this test, offering to share any 
acquired data, and mentioning the U.S. X-band frequency, 8400 MHz. Academician 
Petrov politely declined, adding that the Soviet frequency was "more than two GHz 
below" the U.S. frequency; i.e., lower than 6400 MHz, In the 5-cm wavelength region. 

We then looked for nearby regions of the radio SDeCtrum allocated, by 
international agreement, for deep-space we. (Such allocations, though unenforceable, 
are often observed because they give mutual protection against radio interference.) 
The nearest allocated band was the region from 5670 to 5725 MHz. so we decided to 
look first in tbls band. • 

Narrowing the Search 

STONEHOUSE searched diiigently m the selected rCgion 'a~iNt the 1973 Mars 
missions and found nothing. In our post-mission reviews we concluded that we had not 
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negated the signal: not all of the band had been swept aut wlten tl1e signal was known 
to be present and with all equipment at peak sen~ith·it)·. We therefore resolved to go 
arter the 5670-5725 MHz. band again at the next opportunitr. This came in 1975. willa 
the success£ul launch of Venera 9 and 10. Unfortunatrlr we no longer ilacl 
STONEHOUSE, and w,l.cecrah were t'n route to the planet we also lost the 
use of the stations I 

We improvised a substitute search plan. While collaborating European sites · 
prepared to record the known 32-cm and 8-cm signals mission support through 
DEFSMAC, the CIA made an arrangement ies Dermilting 
us to use the former NASA deep space station search for the 
broad-band signal. Equipment was quickly designed, flown to the site, and 
high-sensitivity searches began before the Venera sp.1cecraft arrived at Venw. By the 
lime this intercept effort ended without success, we believed that we had truly swept 
out and negated a good part of the 5670-5725 MHz band, and there was a certain 
amount of gloom. (All was not lost: a c:<~llaborating site produced excellent recordings 
of the 32-cm data, including panoramas of the surface of Venus which were relayed 
over the narrow-band link.) 

In the aftermath of this first definitive but unsuccessful search, a review of all our 
knowledge was organized. its main conclusion was that the signal was still most likely 
to be round somewhere in the 5-cm band, perhaps outside the allocated region but still 
in a region relatively Cree from other Interfering signals. This led w to scan lists of 
known Soviet radar signals and other radio services; we concluded that there are 
several reasonably Quiet regions around 6 CHz. any of which could contain our target. 
The haystack is a big one. 

While we pondered what to do next, an exasl)eratingh· SDecific clue came to ligJ.t. 
A source of unknown veracity1 said that one of the Venera 9/10 data links had 
ot?erated in the band 5532-5538 MHz. We went back and looked at our records and 
Found that valid searches had been made in this band, though not at peak sensitivity 
since It was outside the prime target region, with no signal recorded. And there the 
matter rests today. 

Tlae Fulure 

Perhaps we will never know what we are missing. The whole problem is more an 
annoyance than a crisis. Soviet planetary results have seldom been of primary 
Importance to the United States and, when unique data are obtained, they are 
eventually published in the scientific literature. Because of the relatively low priority 
or orbital planetary imaging ln the Soviet program, our own planetary mapping has 
been much better than theirs. And vet there may be valid reasons for pursuing the 
search. In both our program and theirs, the tendency has been for communication 
links to move upward In frequency with time: as technology has advanced, more 
efficient links can be designed for shorter and shorter wavelengths. If the centimeter
band signal ever replaces the decimeter-band ones in the Soviet scheme and we have 
not yet found it, even our present limited source of prompt and obiectlve deeD-space 
Information will disappear. Also, any such search is an exercise of techniques that have 
other uses. Should it turn out that the Soviets have been deliberately hiding the signal 
bv any of several possible spread-sdectrum or suppressed-carrier techniques, ~e will 
have learned something Important. There is some evidenee .that a similar signal may 
be. In use as a privacy · link . from · certain Soviet Earth satellites. . 

... = ... . ~ . 

1 (SECRET) flO Me5~ale 091845Z Jan. 78, Quoted In NSA Wl4/Yisla Conf. 001-78, 11 Jan. 1978. 
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/Fin:~lly, in pursuing this deep-sp:ace search whenever opportunities appear. we 
will be gathering rudimentary experience toward the much greater problem or 
searching the whole sky for si1nals from other clviliulions in the cosmos. That e£fort, 
which both the United States and the USSR are no"· beginning to pursue serioush·, will 
involve development of vasth· more powedul search techniques.' S~·stems will exist :a 
few ~·c:ars hom now, able to scan in space and hequency at rates thousands or millions 
of times as great as those of our present Intercept sites-as if one could toss the entire 
haystack at once in search of the needle. When these techniques are in hand we may 
look bade on our present efforts as feeble ones. Meanwhile, however, our target 
remains in view. We expect Soviet Venera mwlons in 1978, encountering the planet 
during December. A5 political conditions change, so does our access to collaborating 
deep-space sites; we jwt have to make the best of whatever resources come to hand. 
Nevertheless it is possible that this year there may again be an opportunity to seelc, and 
perhaps this time to find. the mwing link. 

'"The Search ror EJ:tralcrrcstrlallntellilenc:e" NASA SP-419, 1977. U.S. Cov't. Printina OHice Steck No. 
033-0Q0.0069tH). 
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